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Abstract
The stability of the injection is a key point in the mechanisms of combustion instabilities in gas turbines. The
concept of active control of combustion via the injection is meant to ensure combustion stability on the whole
operation envelope, and also to extend the flammability limit in the lean domain. A third motivation is to produce
a better atomisation at part load conditions. In the frame of a ground research project financed by the Austrian
Science Fund, a simple numerical model was developed to assess the effect of different modulated parameters on
the resulting spray [Giuliani et al. Effect of the initial droplet size distribution of the liquid phase combined with
transport phenomena on the resulting airblast spray in the far field. ICLASS 2009-133]. The parameters that can
be modulated at will are the air mass flow rate, the liquid mass flow rate, the atomisation PDF and the injector tip
position. Several fluctuations can be applied simultaneously, with or without phase-shift. This paper reports on the
assessments performed on an isothermal and non-evaporating test case. This simulation offers to better understand
the physics involved in the airblast injection when modulating one of its operation parameters.

Introduction
The current trends for gas turbine combustion technology involve rising inlet pressure and temperature levels,

combined to an augmentation of density of thermal energy. At some point, it is crucial to maintain steady state
combustion over the full operation envelope. The focus is put on the standard aeroengine injection system: the
airblast [1].

However, problems of unsteady combustion or combustion instability arise at near blow-out limit, or under
exceptional circumstances leading to an aero-thermo-acoustic coupling [2]. Among the technical solutions for
advanced combustion management, real-time controlled injection is a candidate that possibly can maintain steady
state combustion by changing the injection operation using quasi-static operation changes, or dynamic drive [3, 4].
A research programme supported by the Austrian Science Fund was started 2008 at the TU Graz to assess the
effectiveness of some dynamic control strategies for airblast injection.

Since the transport phenomena involved in a combustion instability are complex and not well-understood,
a simple 1-D particle transport simulation code was developed to provide an insight on deferent aspects of the
physics of unsteady atomisation. This work reports on the effect of modulated parameters analysis on the resulting
spray, in the near field and in the far field. The several types of actuation take place at different loads of airblast
operation, in the non-evaporative and non-reactive case. Although this is not representative of the real injection
in a gas turbine, it may allow to understand in a first step how fluctuation of equivalence ratio via the injection is
being produced.

Materials and Methods
The IN-PULSE model (Modèle analytique d’INjection PULSéE en turbine à gaz [5, 6]) contains basically

three modules:

1. an airblast atomisation module issued from correlations on a generic airblast prefilmer of DLR Cologne,

2. a two-phase flow transport module based on the Basset-Boussinesq-Oseen equation (with an evaporation
module based on the D-square law, turned off for this specific non-evaporative case study) and

3. an assessment module providing the specifics of the spray at a given depth.

These parameters are the air mass flow rate (or velocity), the air pressure, the liquid mass flow rate, the
atomisation PDF and the nozzle tip position. All these parameters can be steady-state or modulated at a given
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frequency and amplitude. The single effect of a dynamic parameter can be studied, as well as a combination of
several of them with a control of the phase-shifts.

In order to reconstitute the aspect of the particle size distribution at several positions along the axis of the spray,
an atomisation model defined over a large operational domain is required. This model is issued from a post-process
of PDA data obtained in the frame of the MoPAA project (Measurement of Prefilming Airblast Atomisation, a joint
DLR-ONERA study between 2001 and 2004, [7]) on the kerosene spray test rig at DLR Cologne.

This paper focuses on the effect of the following:

• the droplet size distribution,

• the air flow modulation,

• the liquid flow modulation,

• the droplet size modulation at the injection and the shaking nozzle tip.

Results and Discussion
The assessments have been performed on the frequency domain [0-6 kHz]. The resolution augments in the low

frequency domain, which is particularly of interest for most of the gas turbine combustors.
Attention is paid not only to the fluctuation in particle size, here materialised by the D32, but also to the

fluctuation of fuel mass flow rate Q̇kero. This quantity is also very important for modelling the equivalence ratio
fluctuations in the evaporative case. The fluctuation of liquid flux in a spray is hard to measure precisely and
only few papers refer directly to it - a PDA for instance fails to measure this quantity because of the data rate and
validation rate settings that miss or reject quite a lot of data.

The effects of an air pulsation, fuel flow rate modulation, droplet size modulation and fluctuation of fuel
placement are assessed. When properly chosen and used, each of these strategies can partially damp a combustion
instability. Among the complexities of the problem, the roles of the particle size distribution and distance to the
injection are highlighted.
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